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Lesson:19 de mayo del 2020

Objective/Learning Target: 
1. Students will  gain a deeper knowledge and understanding of the cultures of 

the Spanish-speaking world.
2. Students will become acquainted with artists of the Hispanic world.
3. Students will develop new insights into the nature of culture that will allow 

them to establish comparisons between the Hispanic cultures and their own.



Spanish 1
Lessons for Tuesday May 19th

By: Señoras Lamas, Kirchhoff, Cook, 
Fonseca and Jones



Frida Kahlo
1907 - 1954



Kahlo and her sisters

● Real name: Magdalena Carmen 
Frida Kahlo.

● Her father was of German descent.

● Mother was Méxican Indian decent 
and a devout catholic.

● She survived Polio

Early Life



Kahlo- Early Career

The Bus 1929

The Broken Column 1944

"I am not sick. I am 
broken. But I am happy to 
be alive as long as I can 
paint."~Frida Kahlo

● At 18 years old Kahlo was in a horrible bus 
accident that led to a long recovery and a 
passion for painting.

● Art became an outlet for Kahlo during 
lifelong health issues and numerous 
surgeries



Frida and Diego Rivera 
1931

Kahlo and Rivera
● In 1929, Frida married the famous 

Mexican muralist, Diego Rivera.
● Their relationship was tumultous, 

but River helped Kahlo find her 
artisitic style.

● Kahlo’s relationship with Rivera 
became the focus of many of her 
paintings.



The Two Fridas, 1939

Kahlo is most known for her self portraits.  Her work 
spans several decades and reflects the loss she 
experienced in her health and her relationship with 
Diego Rivera, including his numerous infidelities. 

Despite her fame today, Kahlo sold few paintings in her 
lifetime.  Her only solo exhibit took place the year 
before her death.

Kahlo- master of the self portrait

Self Portrait as Tehuana, 
1943



Research some of Frida Kahlo’s paintings and find the 
one that most appeals to you.

1.  Which painting did you choose and why?
2. How does this painting reflect Kahlo’s life?
3. If you were to paint your own self portrait, what would 

it look like? 



Reflexión
1. ¿Te gusta el arte de Kahlo? 
2. ¿Qué aprendiste? (What did you learn?)


